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Abstract: now, in the Soccer Robot Compete, most Soccer robots identify the ba

ll rely on Color space thresholding method. But, this method is greatly affected by 

the lighting conditions. Most of the cases the Split the ball   shaped like a crescent. 

This leads to the imprecise identification of the center of ball. This paper present

s a new ide-ntification method based on color space and profile recognition. Firstly, sel

ect the target area with the region labeling algorithm. Then using the Hough transfor

m to identify the ball. While ensuring real-time, it greatly improve the recognition accu

racy of the ball. Thus it laid a solid foundation for the positioning of the robot and sho

oting. 
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The soccer robot find the small ball r

ely solely on vision. Thus, the accuracy o

f the robot vision system to identify the b

all will have a direct impact on the vario

us treatments follow-up on the ball, suc

h as shooting and dribbling .Therefore, im

proving the recognition accuracy of the bal

l is very meaningful. In recent years, emb

edded systems and image recognition tec

hnology is more widely applied in industr

y, Research on the image recognition met

hod is increasingly necessary. 

(1) The ordinary color-based image seg

mentation 

At present, the color-based image seg

mentation is generally two kinds: the hsv 

color space-based image segmentation an

d the rgb color space-based image segmen

tation. 

RGB color model  

The RGB color model is an additive c

olor model in which red, green, and blue l

ight is added together in various ways t

o reproduce a broad array of colors. The

 name of the model comes from the ini

tials of the three additive primary colors,

 red, green, and blue. 

HSV color space 

The HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) mode

l, also known as HSB (Hue, Saturation, 

Brightness), define color space in terms  

 

Figure1   RGB color model  

 of three constituent components: 

Hue 

The color type (such as red, blue, or y

ellow) Ranges from 0-360. 

Saturation (Chroma) 

The "vibrancy" of the color 

Ranges from 0-100% 

This is sometimes called the "purity" b

y analogy to the colorimetric quantities exc

itation purity and colorimetric purity. The l

ower the saturation of a color the more fad

ed its appearance; thus useful to define desa

turation as the qualitative inverse of satura

tion 

Value (intensity) 

The brightness of the color 

Ranges from 0-100% 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_color
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_primaries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2 Hue Scale 

 

 

 Figure 3 HSV color space 

General identification of the ball is the

 use of the threshold value of the color sp

ace to complete the segmentation of the ba

l. Then calculate the average of x and y co

ordinates. Calculation is as follows 

X = ( x1+x2+x3+…+xn )/n; 

Y= ( y1+y2+y3 +…+yn )/n; 

However, in the robocup competitio

n, the robot competition venues are rela

tively large. Light conditions will contin

ue to change. Thus, the threshold of the

 color space of the ball changes a lot. T

hus the segmentation of the ball was cr

escent-shaped or other irregular shape, r

esulting in the identification of the ball 

is not accurate. 

As follows, using the hsv color space se

gmentation, segmentation results change

s a lot before and after the light change

s. 

Therefore, the changes of the light will 

greatly affect the identification of the ba

ll. Maybe cannot even recognize, therefor

e, it needed to be improved. 

 

Figure 4 Stable light conditions 

 

Figure 5 Changing light conditions 

(2) Based on the outline, uses the Houg

h transform to identify the ball 

The Hough transform (is a feature extra

ction technique used in image analysis, com

puter vision, and digital. The purpose of th

e technique is to find imperfect instances 

of objects within a certain class of shapes 

by a voting procedure.  

The basic principle of the Hough trans

form is the use of the duality of point and

 line. the Hough transform changes the cur

ve of the original image space into a point i

n the parameter space. This put the detectio

n of the curve in the original image is tra

nsformed into finding the peak in the para

meter space. Testing the overall characteris

tics of conversion becomes testing the local

 detection features. For example, a straight

 line, oval, circle, arc, etc. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_extraction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_extraction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For round, Radius r, the circle representati

on in the parameter space as follows: 

 
The surface of the analytical formula is the

 three-dimensional cone. Arbitrary point in

 the image have a three-dimensional cone 

corresponding. For any point on the circu

mference {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, 3... n}, these th

ree-dimensional cone make up conical surfa

ce clusters, as shown below: 

 

Figure 6 the conical surface clusters 

 

 Accumulate the point, when the cumulativ

e value is greater than the threshold, we fi

nd a circle. 

The calculation of the standard Hough tran

sform is very complicated, during the Circul

ar detection applications, Size of the Three-

dimensional array of the parameter domain 

will increase directly proportional to the co

ntinuous expansion of the range. It needs t

o take up a lot of computer memory. Com

putational efficiency is low. Therefore, it ne

eded to be improved. 

 

<3>Using the regional mark to narro

w the area of Hough transform, and 

then reduce the amount of computin

g. 

First , when there is interference in th

e background，we use the color image obta

ined to generate a binary image. Value of t

he pixel corresponding to Background is 0.

The value of the pixel corresponding to bal

l color is assigned to 255. Like fig 7.Thus w

e can split the region where its color is th

e same with the ball. Then calculate the ar

ea of connected regions in binary image. 

We select the largest area, and then turn t

he corresponding region in the color image

 into grayscale. We will just do Hough tra

nsform in this small region. 

Algorithm is as follows. 

 
Figure 7  

In figure 7, the Colored region is marked as t

he region of the ball. You can see the origina

l image was divided into two connected regio

ns. 

We will use 8-connectivity discriminant alg

orithm to mark the connected regions. 

1. From left to right, top to bottom scan 

every pixel. 

2. If the value of a pixel is 255,but the v

alue of  the upper left, above ,the uppe

r right and left of the pixel are all 0, 

We add 1 to the number, and value of

 this array is 1. 

3. Using coordinates tag objects  

If the pixel (1,1) is the object, we need

 to see the point (0,2),(0,1),(0,0),(1,0).

 order of precedence is (0,2),(0,1),(0,

0),(1,0). If the pixel (0,2) is the object,

 we will mark the value of the pixel 

(1,1)the same with (0,2). If the pixel 

(0, 2) is not the object, we will see th

e pixel (0,1). And so on. 

4. There is a special adjustment. We can se

e that (12, 1) is a new added marked p

oint. For the current point (12,2),  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 

The upper right and left anterior point are

 different markers. And the pixel (11, 2) an

d (11, 1) is not the object. Then mark the 

current point (12, 2) with the same value 

with the upper right point (11, 3). At this t

ime, from start to finish scanning the imag

e, all the pixels whose value is marked the

 same with (12,1) are marked the same val

ue with the upper right point (11,3) . 

The result of the image is like Figure 8. 

(4) A test about finding the ball in th

is way. 

 

Figure 9 

Figure 9 is the color image obtained b

y the camera. 

find the extracted image area which contain t

he target. Figure 10 is the result. 

then  do canny edge detection .figure 11 is t

he result. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 

 

Figure 11 

 

Figure 12 

Then we do Hough transform with figure 1

0. 

The figure 12 is the final result.  

(5) Conclusion 

In the test, the resolution of the image is 

320 x 240.the CPU of the computer speed

s up to 2.0 GHz. calculating the center of 

the ball with less than 65ms. And the erro

r is in less than two pixels. 

For the venue in the Soccer Robot Compet

e is wide. When we do long-range identific

ation of the ball, we can use color space t

hreshold segmentation method. When the r

obot move close to the ball, we can use th

is method to improve the accuracy of posit

ioning the ball. 
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